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a b s t r a c t 

The recent technological advent of cryptocurrencies and their respective benefits have been shrouded 

with a number of illegal activities operating over the network such as money laundering, bribery, phish- 

ing, fraud, among others. In this work we focus on the Ethereum network, which has seen over 400 

million transactions since its inception. Using 2179 accounts flagged by the Ethereum community for 

their illegal activity coupled with 2502 normal accounts, we seek to detect illicit accounts based on their 

transaction history using the XGBoost classifier. Using 10 fold cross-validation, XGBoost achieved an aver- 

age accuracy of 0.963 ( ± 0.006) with an average AUC of 0.994 ( ± 0.0 0 07). The top three features with 

the largest impact on the final model output were established to be ‘Time diff between first and last 

(Mins)’, ‘Total Ether balance’ and ‘Min value received’. Based on the results we conclude that the pro- 

posed approach is highly effective in detecting illicit accounts over the Ethereum network. Our contribu- 

tion is multi-faceted; firstly, we propose an effective method to detect illicit accounts over the Ethereum 

network; secondly, we provide insights about the most important features; and thirdly, we publish the 

compiled data set as a benchmark for future related works. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Detection of illegal activity 

Banks, as well as government entities and corporations man-

ging and overseeing the transfer of funds, have invested sizeable

mounts of money in detecting any anomaly transactions occurring

ver their network. These transactions may form part of money

aundering, bribery, fraud and crime related schemes. 

Money laundering has been a great concern for banks dealing

ith fiat currencies. Till this day and age, even though a number of

reventive measures have been implemented to detect any suspi-

ious transaction behavior occurring over their network, numerous

eports suggest that users are still able to circumvent these con-

rols ( Godspower-Akpomiemie & Ojah, 2019 ). The problem is also

ot country specific but witnessed on a global scale, with some

anks closing up after authorities identified the banks inability to

arry out the necessary procedures and inform the relevant author-

ties ( Levi, 2002 ). 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: joshua.ellul@um.edu.mt (J. Ellul), g.azzopardi@rug.nl (G. Az- 

opardi). 
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Similar activity is also present over the Ethereum network, with

ntities and users utilizing the anonymity provided by Ethereum to

ide their illicit intentions. The internal security mechanisms de-

ned by blockchain technology (hash functions) are able to solve

ssues such as the double spending problem, but no tools are in

lace to detect or flag any suspicious behavior or transactions oc-

urring over the network automatically. Smart contracts deployed

ver the network may also be hiding illegal schemes for which

sers are unaware of due to their misrepresented intentions of

high-yielding’ investment opportunities ( Bartoletti, Carta, Cimoli, &

aia, 2020 ). An example of such deployed contracts include smart

ontract ponzi schemes - solely created with the intent of bene-

ting the contract creator and possible a few users who invested

n the scheme initially. This may all be done while the identity

f the aforementioned smart contract creator remains anonymous.

ubixi, a Smart contract ponzi scheme stated to provide a dynamic

ultiplying factor to ones Ethereum investment, guaranteed quick

rofits. Further analysis determined that only 22 out of 112 par-

icipants who contributed towards the scheme made a profit, with

nly 2 making a 40% profit margin ( Bartoletti et al., 2020 ). 

Other anomalous behavior over the network has also been dis-

overed in February 2019, following an account which paid over

50,0 0 0$ spread out over 3 transactions in order to transfer a to-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2020.113318
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/eswa
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.eswa.2020.113318&domain=pdf
mailto:joshua.ellul@um.edu.mt
mailto:g.azzopardi@rug.nl
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2020.113318
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tal of 0.1 ETH ( Garg, 2019 ). Such activity has raised concerns on

the actual intentions of the executed transactions; which raises

the question on whether they were genuine mistakes whereby the

account owner mistook the transaction fee to be the Ether to be

transferred or whether it is part of some larger money laundering

scheme. 

These two form part of a larger already existing suspicious be-

havior which is presently available over the Ethereum network.

Having the correct tools to detect and flag such behavior would

help improve the trust over the network; hindering and interrupt-

ing illegal activity from being carried out. 

1.2. Ethereum 

The recent shift towards decentralised digital assets has led to

a rapid development in cryptocurrencies seeking to offer some-

thing other than just transferring funds between accounts. Vi-

talik Buterin earlier in 2013 proposed the Ethereum blockchain,

which addressed this desire through the introduction of smart-

contracts ( Rudlang, 2017 ). When coupled with enhanced security

through hash functions, decentralisation of computational logic

and the largest ensemble of developers in the cryptocurrency do-

main ( Porru, Pinna, Marchesi, & Tonelli, 2017 ), Ethereum manifests

the potential for widespread applicability. 

Ethereum, like other cryptocurrency networks, has been subject

to a number of entities/users carrying out illegal activity over the

network, some of which includes smart-Ponzi schemes, phishing,

money laundering, fraud and crime related activity ( Juels, Kosba,

& Shi, 2016 ). Even though pseudo-anonymity over the network

is enforced and defined to be one of the fundamental features

of such systems, this functionality has been exploited by users

carrying out illicit behaviour over the network. Although cryp-

tocurrency technology is constantly evolving and improving in or-

der to provide a defect-less decentralised system for their in-

tended uses, the overall reputation has been negatively impacted

due to such aforementioned activities ( Ermakova, Fabian, Bau-

mann, Izmailov, & Krasnova, 2017 ). This has inadvertently led to

the development of methodologies and techniques to detect such

operations. 

The distributed ledger made publicly available by the Ethereum

blockchain network supports more than a total of 400M trans-

actions and 7.3M blocks as of March 2019. 1 Smart contracts de-

ployed over the network may also be hiding illegal schemes for

which users are unaware of due to their misrepresented intentions

of ‘high-yielding’ investment opportunities ( Bartoletti et al., 2020 ).

An example of such deployed contracts include smart contract

Ponzi schemes - solely created with the intent of benefiting

the contract creator and possibly a few users who invested in

the scheme initially ( Iyer & Dannen, 2018 ). Although it is dif-

ficult to provide a specific value on the whole economic im-

pact attributed to such activities, some Ponzi schemes perform-

ing on Ethereum have accumulated over $43 million worth of

Ether ( Vasek & Moore, 2019 ). This may all be done while the

identity of the aforementioned smart contract creator remains

anonymous. 

Stopping such anomalous behavior is vital for cryptocurren-

cies as this would help instil the idea of being a legitimate alter-

native to the current traditionally used fiat currency ( Meng, Tis-

chhauser, Wang, Wang, & Han, 2018 ). Having to sift through all

these transactions, manually trying to identify any transactions be-

lieved to exhibit anomaly characteristics would be both impossible

and never ending. The rate at which such blocks, specifically trans-

actions and smart contracts, are being produced on the network
1 https://etherscan.io/ . 

c

R

ould naturally suggest the implementation of machine learning

ML) techniques to help identify any patterns related to anomalous

ehavior. 

Given that labelled data was available for this work and keep-

ng in mind the computational resources available, future scala-

ility, ability to rank the features by order of their importance

nd necessity to achieve a high level of accuracy, we utilize a

upervised learning classifier known as Extreme Gradient Boost-

ng (XGBoost). The XGBoost classifier, through the use of boost-

ng, is capable of integrating a high quantity of tree models with

eak performance (base classifiers) resulting in a remarkably ac-

urate classification model ( Chen, Jiang, et al., 2018 ). With auto-

atic parallel computation capabilities, XGBoost has shown to be

0 times faster than gradient boosting machines (GBM) with the

ame architecture ( Chen, He, Benesty, Khotilovich, & Tang, 2015 ).

his is not to mention the additional efficiency achieved through

ranslating data into a D-matrix format during the pre-processing

tage. The algorithm is also fully capable of scaling to billions

f instances while keeping the required resources sparse relative

o other existing systems ( Chen & Guestrin, 2016 ). During a ma-

hine learning competition made available by Kaggle in 2015, XG-

oost was used throughout more than half of the winning solu-

ions ( Zhang et al., 2018 ). 

.3. Practical implications and contributions 

Whilst in this work we have focused on demonstrating the ap-

licability of such algorithms towards the detection of illicit ac-

ivity (given the dataset available which provides for known illicit

ccounts), this work could be applied to specific finer grained il-

icit activities, such as detecting money laundering specifically (this

ould require such a dataset to be built and/or be available). 

The application of the work presented herein can be used by

nvestigative and enforcement agencies and authorities to detect

llicit activity. More so, it can be applied to any specific finer

rained activity, say to combat money laundering and funding

f terrorism. It is not just a nice to have feature, but a man-

ate by the European Union to enforce and combat such illicit

ctivity including money laundering and funding of terrorism –

ven if using cryptocurrencies (or ‘virtual’ currencies). 2 Besides

he work that regulators, enforcement and investigative agencies

ust undertake, due diligence on transactions must be under-

aken by all subject persons associated with such economic ac-

ivity including banks, corporate and financial service providers,

nd any intermediaries connected to the setup, oversight or op-

rational aspects of associated transactions. Banks and cryptocur-

ency exchanges are required to undertake such due diligence to

nsure that their clients’ transactions are in no way related to

uch illicit activity – and could be held liable if they fail to de-

ect such activity. Similar requirements are being laid out by the

inancial Action Task Force (FATF) 3 which aim to mandate global

mplementation. 

We contribute to this area of research by investigating whether

llicit accounts may be detected based on their transaction history

sing the XGBoost classification model. The proposed mechanism

ay be utilized by government entities, developers, researchers,

ews agencies as well as private entities/corporations. 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice- and- fundamental- rights/ 

riminal- justice/anti- money- laundering- and- counter- terrorist- financing _ en . 
3 http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/ 

BA-VA-VASPs.pdf . 

https://etherscan.io/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/criminal-justice/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing_en
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/RBA-VA-VASPs.pdf
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. Related work and XGBoost model background 

.1. Related work 

In 2013, Henderson et al. (2012) using K-means and Role Ex-

raction (RolX) were able to identify users which conducted trans-

ctions over the Bitcoin network in an abnormal manner which

s typically associated with money laundering. Having acquired all

ransactions enacted from the networks inception till May 2013,

5 features pertaining to interactions and transaction values were

xtracted on accounts having a minimum of 650 transactions. Fol-

owing 10 0 0 iterations of random cluster sizes, k = 5 was deemed

o be the optimal number of groups with respect to the error pro-

uced. The mean node degree and variance node degree, deter-

ined by accounts which transacted with one another, were iden-

ified as the most two important features. 

Delving deeper into the 5 main clusters, the least common con-

ained a large variance in transaction amount. This implied that

hese accounts participated in transactions worth small values up

o thousands of bitcoins. Using RolX, the authors were able to pro-

ide a visual depiction of the account interactions in an apparent

oney laundering scheme, highlighting how the bitcoins are recur-

ively split and directed to two new addresses. 

Seeking to mitigate illegal activity over the Ethereum network

hrough the identification of Ponzi schemes deployed as smart con-

racts, Chen, Zheng, Ngai, Zheng, and Zhou (2019) classified ac-

ounts based on their operation code (Opcode) using supervised

earning algorithms. Following parameter tuning, the superior Ran-

om Forest was able to classify 305 out of 394 identified smart-

onzi schemes with a probabilistic certainty of over 90% - taking

nto consideration that these may include experimentally deployed

ontracts. 

Analyzing 200 smart contracts, ‘CREATE’ was identified as the

east used opcode, appearing in only 20 of them. This makes sense

ince the aforementioned opcode is utilized when creating a new

ccount along with some associated code, and Ponzi schemes have

lmost no reason to create new accounts. Considering the recall

nd precision achieved by their model, the authors estimate that

ver 500 smart-Ponzi schemes are available on the Ethereum net-

ork. 

In order to detect fraudulent activity on the Ethereum net-

ork, OKane (2018) examined transactions enacted by 40 0 0 scams

vailable on Etherscamdb along with token and exchange ad-

resses. The scam addresses, falling under the phishing scam cat-

gory, were either the sender or receiver of a transaction. The

ost prevalent was identified as the OmiseGo site asking for pri-

ate keys. In less than 36h, between 5:50 p.m. on the 9 th and

1:30 p.m. on the 10 th of January, 74 addresses had been affected.

Using principal component analysis (PCA), K-means and random

orest, 13 clusters produced a maximum Davies-Bouldin Index of

1.2%. Nine features, having a mean decrease in Gini less than 600,

ere retained. The ‘toAcc’ feature, defining the account ID which

ent the Ether, was identified as the most important feature. Using

hese results to detect anomalies in their data, 5 outliers were de-

ected based on their Euclidean distance from the cluster centers. 

.2. XGBoost Model background 

XGBoost is a decision-tree ensemble Machine Learning (ML)

lgorithm which utilizes the gradient boosting architecture. It’s

oundation stems from the well-known structured decision tree

ethodology. Bootstrap aggregating or bagging , similar to boost-

ng, exploits the training dataset available so as to generate vary-

ng classifiers ( Quinlan, 1996 ). In simple terms, bagging generates

iverse training sets through sampling with replacement from the

vailable training examples - also known as bootstrapping. Using
he training set samples, the learning systems allows for an en-

emble of classifiers. A given test sample can then be processed

y all classifiers and the decisions are aggregated, for instance, by

ajority vote. 

The next layer, random forests , alters the approach by which

he decision or regression trees are constructed. Introducing it-

elf as a supplementary layer of randomness on top of bagging

 Liaw, Wiener et al., 2002 ), each tree is assembled through a var-

ed bootstrap sample of the dataset. Whereas in the traditional

ecision trees the variable on which a split occurs is determined

hrough the largest contribution of information gain for all fea-

ures, each tree is provided with only a bootstrap random subset

f the available features on which the best split is carried out.

his retrospectively counteracts issues such as overfitting - an is-

ue commonly encountered and requiring attention in the machine

earning domain. 

One may compress the algorithm, both in classification and re-

ression terms, into three key stages. Initially n tree bootstrap sam-

les are acquired from the available training dataset. For each re-

pective sample an unpruned classification or regression tree is

uilt. Last but not least, the final output provided new data is

btained by aggregating the predictions provided by each tree. In

lassification, this is a majority vote as opposed to averaging in re-

ression. 

Boosting was later introduced and amalgamated with random

orest implementations. A variant of the committee method, boost-

ng is comprised of training multiple ‘base’ classifiers in a se-

uential manner ( Bishop, 2006 ). The error function correspond-

ng to the training of a specific model fully depends on the per-

ormance of all the previous models in the ‘chain’. The intuition

ehind boosting stems from the weighting coefficient assigned to

ach available instance which is determined by the performance

chieved by previous base classifiers on each respective instance.

pecifically, instances which have been misclassified by one of the

lassifiers are assigned a larger weight. This will have adverse af-

ects on the next available classifier in the sequence. 

The next improvement was the introduction of Gradient

oosting , which may also be considered as the implementa-

ion of gradient descent algorithms through the use of boosting

 Boehmke, 2018 ). Given the loss function, gradient boosting seeks

o minimize the overall error through measuring the local gradient

f the loss function for the available set of parameters, iteratively

weaking them in the direction of the descending gradient. 

Short for Extreme Gradient Boosting, XGBoost offers a scal-

ble and efficient implementation of the aforementioned gradient

oosting framework ( Chen et al., 2015 ). In particular, XGBoost of-

ers a number of advantages, some of which include: (i) The ability

o address missing values present within the training set, (ii) scale

o the demands of the dataset size (iii) offer an improved compu-

ationally effective alternative to that provided by gradient boost-

ng algorithms, (iv) known to perform well in a number of var-

ed competitions and studies ( Torlay, Perrone-Bertolotti, Thomas, &

aciu, 2017 ) and (v) rank the features by order of their importance.

These benefits are mostly attributed to a number of system

nd algorithmic optimizations ( Chen et al., 2015 ). System improve-

ents are primarily attributed to three main enhancements which

nclude (i) parallelizing the building of the XGBoost across multi-

le threads for an improved overall computation time, (ii) prun-

ng backwards using the max-depth parameter to limit the tree

epth instead of the greedy stopping criterion which is used in

radient Boosting Models (GBM) to determine the features to be

plit on (tree spitting) and (iii) optimizing hardware utilisation

f resources - specifically cache use for storing gradient related

ata. The algorithm also introduces a number of enhancements,

amely (i) automatically catering for different variations in spar-

ity patterns presently available within the dataset in an efficient
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Table 1 

Normal transaction fields of interest. 

Field of Interest Description Data Type 

status Determines whether account executed any transactions Boolean (1 = Yes, 0 = No) 

result Wrapper containing all transactions. If ‘status’ field 

is ‘1’ then transactions are available in ‘result’ field JSON objects 

to Recipient account address for transaction 20-byte value 

from Sender account address for transaction 20-byte value 

contractAddress New address for contract created 20-byte value 

value Value in ‘Wei’ transferred Long Integer 

timestamp Block timestamp containing transaction UNIX time 
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a  

w  
manner, (ii) out-of-the-box cross-validation to enhance the mod-

els capability and reduce development time as well as (iii) penal-

izing more complex models via L1 and L2 regularization to avoid

overfitting. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Ethereum account dataset 

The dataset was obtained through a combination of two

sources; the Etherscamdb and a local Geth client connected to the

Ethereum network for scam and normal accounts, respectively. 

Accounts were flagged by the Ethereum community for illicit

behavior for a number of cases, some of which include (i) trying to

imitate other contract addresses providing tokens, (ii) scam lotter-

ies, (iii) fake initial coin offerings (ICO), (iv) imitating other users,

(v) Ponzi schemes, (vi) phishing and (vii) mirroring websites. All

illicit accounts listed on the 17 th of April 2019 were collected from

Etherscamdb, 4 a publicly available dataset containing community

provided Ethereum account IDs deemed to have carried out illicit

activity, via a GET Request, parsing the addresses available in the

returned JSON object. A total of 2179 fraudulent accounts were ac-

quired. No preprocessing was necessary during the data prepara-

tion stage since no missing values and no transformations were

required. The full list of attributes is listed in the Appendix. 

Using the functional tool developed by Sokolowska (2018) , we

randomly selected 30 0 0 normal accounts which conducted trans-

actions during block range 3,80 0,0 0 0 and 3,805,0 0 0. 5 After filter-

ing out non-unique accounts, the final count was that of 2502

unique ones. These accounts were active during the period of mid-

July 2017 - a period which saw an increase in Ethereum network

usage. All accounts were cross-referenced with the illicit account

IDs to ensure that no documented illicit activity has been executed

by any of the obtained accounts. 

All normal and illicit account IDs, resulting in a total of 4681

accounts combined, were then passed to the Etherscan application

programming interface (API) to obtain all the corresponding trans-

actions the account engaged in. The API supported the retrieval of

the latest 10,0 0 0 transactions carried out by an ERC20 contract ac-

count (CA) (CA following the ERC20 interface standard) or exter-

nally owned account (EOA). The API takes the following structure

for (1) normal transactions and (2) internal transactions, respec-

tively; 

1. http://api.etherscan.io/api?module=account&action=txlist& 

address=0xddbd2b932c763ba5b1b7ae3b362eac3e8d40121 

a&startblock=0&endblock=99999999&sort=asc&apikey= 

YourApiKeyToken . 

2. http://api.etherscan.io/api?module=account&action=txlist 

internal&address=0x2c1ba59d6f58433fb1eaee7d20b26ed 
4 https://etherscamdb.info/scams . 
5 Original code: https://bit.ly/2zGhppS . 

t

83bda51a3&startblock=0&endblock=2702578&sort= 

asc&apikey=YourApiKeyToken . 

he API parameter address was set to the 4681 account identifiers

ollected for which the respective transactions were retrieved for

ll accounts. Features were extracted on all transactions executed

y an account prior to being appended to the CSV file for model

lassification. 

The simplest form of transactions within the Ethereum network

re between EOA. These executed transactions involve the transfer

f Ether from the sender to the recipient ( Cao, Zhang, Liu, Zhang, &

eri, 2019 ). Other plausible transactions may involve contributions

owards a Crowdsale of contract tokens in exchange for a quantity

f the respective tokens ( Rouhani & Deters, 2017 ). In this respect,

he value transferred is most of the time 0 and are referred to as

unctions for which the end user calls a ‘claim’ contract function

o collect the due tokens. 

Normal transactions contain an ‘ISERROR’ field which dictates

hether a transaction was successful or not. An unsuccessful

ransaction may be due to many possible reasons, some of which

nclude the lack of necessary funds, exceeding the gas limit or

ncorrect recipient account address ( Sturm, Schnig, Szalanczi, &

ablonski, 2019 ). For the purposes of this research, we are only in-

erested in the transactions which were successfully executed by

scertaining that the ‘ISERROR’ field is set to 0 and discarding the

est. For these successful transactions, we acquire the respective

elds identified in Table 1 in order to carry out feature extraction. 

ERC20 transactions are solely related to the transfer of tokens

hich support/fall under the ERC20 interface standard ( Ikeda &

amid, 2018 ). Therefore the transferable token must support these

tandards and only then are these tokens listed as transfer to-

ens. Contrary to the ‘Normal Transactions’, any listed transactions

ere successful and therefore no transaction filtering must be car-

ied out. Acquiring the transaction fields mentioned in Table 2 per

ransaction, allowed for feature extraction to take place for the

rovided account IDs. 

A total of 42 features were extracted per account using the

ransactions gathered. 6 A small subset of extracted features were

imilar to those acquired in similar work using graph analysis

 Chen, Zhu, et al., 2018 ; Hirshman, Huang, & Macke, 2013 ). Fea-

ure extraction was carried out in conjunction with the Etherscan

ransaction request API; generating the respective fields for each

ccount. We have made the extracted dataset and code publicly

vailable 7 

.2. Data visualization and ML algorithms 

Figs. 1 and 2 , corresponding to the non-linear transformation

pplied to the original feature space using t-SNE, were generated

ith respect to the account class label (normal or illicit) showing

he 2D and 3D t-SNE plots, respectively. 
6 Complete list is available in the Appendix, Table A1 . 
7 https://bit.ly/32pmC2A . 

http://api.etherscan.io/api?module=account%26action=txlist%26address=0xddbd2b932c763ba5b1b7ae3b362eac3e8d40121a%26startblock=0%26endblock=99999999%26sort=asc%26apikey=YourApiKeyToken
http://api.etherscan.io/api?module=account%26action=txlistinternal%26address=0x2c1ba59d6f58433fb1eaee7d20b26ed83bda51a3%26startblock=0%26endblock=2702578%26sort=asc%26apikey=YourApiKeyToken
https://etherscamdb.info/scams
https://bit.ly/2zGhppS
http://api.etherscan.io/api?module=account%26action=txlistinternal%26address=0x2c1ba59d6f58433fb1eaee7d20b26ed83bda51a3%26startblock=0%26endblock=2702578%26sort=asc%26apikey=YourApiKeyToken
https://bit.ly/32pmC2A
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Table 2 

ERC20 token transaction fields of interest. 

Field of interest Description Data type 

status Determines whether account executed any transactions Boolean (1 = Yes, 0 = No) 

result Wrapper containing all transactions. If ‘status’ field is ‘1’ then transactions are available in ‘result’ field JSON objects 

to Recipient account address for transaction 20-byte value 

from Sender account address for transaction 20-byte value 

contractAddress Contract address 20-byte value 

tokenName Name of ERC20 transferred token String/UTF8 

tokenSymbol Same as tokenName. Name of ERC20 transferred token String/UTF8 

value Value in ‘Wei’ transferred Long Integer 

timestamp Block timestamp containing transaction UNIX time 

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional scatter plot following t-SNE transformation with respect to account class. Red and blue data points represent the normal and illicit accounts, 

respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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From the 2D scatter plot in Fig. 1 , we note that a few distin-

uishable clusters from both classes, noticeably the three red clus-

ers available near the bottom right region of the plot. Neverthe-

ess, there is still a substantial overlap of different class data points

resent throughout. 

Providing a 30 ◦ tilt representation in a three-dimensional scat-

er plot, Fig. 2 provides an alternative representation of the ‘illicit’

ccount clusters which are evident in Fig. 1 . The two figures high-

ight the necessity of machine learning techniques to help in dis-

inguishing the two binary classes while providing a visual repre-

entation of the data at hand. 

This was then followed by the implementation of the XGBoost

lassification model involving a sequential three-step process; (i)

eclaring the model along with all the respective parameters to be

onsidered, (ii) training the classifier on the training set and (iii)
redicting on the test data using the model trained in the previous

tep. Cross-validation was used to assess the model’s performance.

We assessed the following three main XGBoost parameters us-

ng grid-search; (i) learning rate, (ii) the number of estimators

n_estimators) and (iii) the maximum depth (max_depth). 

The best parameters were determined using the Receiver Oper-

ting Characteristic (ROC) curve which presents us with the area

nder the curve (AUC) measure ( Bradley, 1997 ). Classifiers during

he prediction phase produce a measurable quantity of instances

hich have been assigned a correct and incorrect class. These are

sually documented in the form of a confusion matrix; listing the

umber of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives

FP) and False Negatives (FN). Although these measures provide an

ndication of the model’s performance, more meaningful measures

ay be formulated to highlight the performance of the model in
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Fig. 2. Three-dimensional scatter plot following t-SNE transformation with respect to account class. The blue and red data points represent the normal and illicit accounts, 

respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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specific scenarios. Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy are among

these measures along with the cost of misclassification. 

Accuracy is one of the simplest measures to determine the per-

formance of a classification model. In simple terms, its the number

of correct predictions with respect to all the available examples be-

ing tested. 

Accuracy = 

T P + T N 

C P + C N 

(1)

where CN = T N + F P and CP = F N + T P . 

Sensitivity allows us to derive the proportion of real positives

which have been correctly identified. It is also commonly known as
ecall and True Positive Rate (TPR). The TP and TN in the given sit-

ation are the ‘illicit’ or ‘normal’ accounts ( Altman & Bland, 1994 ),

espectively. 

ensit i v it y = 

T P 

CP 
(2)

ll three measures produce a value ranging between 0 and 1. 

peci f icity = 

T N 

CN 

(3)

Using the specificity to calculate the false positive rate (FPR)

hich is equal to 1 − Speci f icity, we are able to plot the ROC curve
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Table 3 

Results for 3-, 4-, 5- and 10-fold cross-validation. Each row reports the best parameters of XGBoost along with the respective average perfor- 

mance measurements. The values in the brackets are the standard deviations of the respective performance measurements across all folds. The 

last column specifies the total execution time measured on a regular laptop with a core i7-7700HQ 2.8GHz (turbo up to 3.8GHz) and 16GB 

available RAM using Python v3.6. 

# of Folds Optimal Depth Optimal # estimators Accuracy F1-score AUC Execution time (s) 

3 4 300 0.960 ( ± 0.002) 0.957 ( ± 0.002) 0.993 ( ± 0.0005 ) 62.03 

4 4 200 0.960 ( ± 0.002) 0.957 ( ± 0.002) 0.993 ( ± 0.0003 ) 91.13 

5 3 250 0.962 ( ± 0.004) 0.959 ( ± 0.005) 0.994 ( ± 0.0008 ) 105.40 

10 4 150 0.963 ( ± 0.006) 0.960 ( ± 0.006) 0.994 ( ± 0.0007 ) 230.60 
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Fig. 3. Grid-Search 10-fold cross-validation evaluation of n_estimators and 

max_depth parameters. 

Fig. 4. Average logarithmic loss over 10-fold cross-validation sets with respect to 

the number of XGBoost iterations. 
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nd obtain the AUC measure ( Fan, Upadhye, & Worster, 2006 ). The

OC represents the measure of separability, expressing the mod-

ls capability of differentiating between classes. XGBoost provides

he probability that an account forms part of the illicit class. By

arying the probability threshold with which a class output is de-

ermined, variant pairs of sensitivity and specificity are generated,

hich we use to build an ROC curve and compute the correspond-

ng area under the curve (AUC) ( Choi et al., 2018 ). The higher the

UC is the better the accuracy of our model is. 

Given the risk attributed to the incorrect classification of ac-

ounts as well as its ability to encompass all criteria surrounding

he model’s performance, we deem the AUC as the preferred mea-

urement for identifying the optimal model of XGBoost with dif-

erent configurations. 

.3. Feature importance 

XGBoost provides three main importance metrics to quantify

he importance of all features trained on by the model, namely;

i) Weight, (ii) Gain and (iii) Cover. Weight specifies the number

f times a particular feature crops up in the trees defined by the

odel ( Shi, Wong, Li, Palanisamy, & Chai, 2019 ). Gain corresponds

o the relative improvement in accuracy achieved by a feature to

he branches it forms part of. Cover or coverage relates to the

umber of observations with respect to the feature in question.

he resultant output is a matrix; with the first column listing the

eatures and the other columns defining the importance value with

egards to the importance metric provided. 

Since we are also interested in the overall model rigid-

ty/stability, we also assessed how the model performed when pro-

ided with varying training/testing sizes. Therefore, we analyze

ow the features vary in their rank with respect to the three im-

ortance metrics on the train-test splits executed. 

. Results 

.1. XGBoost 

Using grid search cross-validation we identify the optimal val-

es for the three parameters of interest; (i) learning rate, (ii) num-

er of trees (n_estimators) and (iii) max tree depth (max_depth).

he AUC measure was used to determine the optimal model per-

ormance with respect to the provided parameter values. Table 3

resents the cross-validation variation results, with 10-fold cross-

alidation achieving an optimum AUC of 0.994 (STD of 0.0 0 07)

ith a tree depth of four, 150 trees and a learning rate of 0.2.

rom Fig. 3 we may note that the boosted trees performance is

ub-optimal for combinations of low depth and n_estimators when

ssessed over 10-folds. 

Seeking to understand further the models learning capabilities,

e also provide the logarithmic loss as well as the classification er-

or with respect to the number of iterations executed by XGBoost

n Figs. 4 and 5 , respectively. The logarithmic loss function indi-

ates the price paid for inaccuracy on the predictions made with

he intent of finding a direct mapping between the vector space
nd the target function. From the two figures we may note that

he learning algorithm is converging after approximately 100 iter-

tions. 

The confusion matrix in Fig. 6 , produced from the execution

f 10-fold cross-validation, states that the model on average pro-

uced 6 False Positive (also Type-2 errors) and 7 False Negatives

also Type-1 errors). These represent the number of accounts the

odel classified as normal instead of illicit or illicit instead of nor-

al, respectively. In retrospect, although not ideal, we are mostly

nterested in ensuring that illicit accounts are detected; therefore

he ‘False Negatives’. 

Comparing the three feature importance parameters mentioned

n Section 3.3 , we conclude that the ‘Weight’ parameter delivers
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Table 4 

False Positives and False Negatives produced from XGBoost classification on 1 of the 10-folds. 

False Positives (FP) False Negatives (FN) 

0x4ba0166ed4522e4e8452fad4850e82e6f905bb64 0x4ff4c15af13f6d4950448104d9b97387a03da6f9 

0xafc8a3fb05567fcca7b88fcced6886434850e1bf 0x15f4a5d5bbc071fc20bd60b9b7d81aaa8a1142ab 

0xa38d8109127028d3e1774413ef28db70c471cb54 0x0d4f74c538613ed6e6c8c1bc8896ecfd45f5ef23 

0x5dc9378cd4be85b41699e9cdf25cc669c0696880 0x49311a81f5f5df6c109599ed5d7413d85b8bca18 

0xcc6443b0f0a8cf107cb3350ebeae4b771158e652 0xbeebe66b6a511dd2accbff7f258554dbe97f1294 

0x1c3f580daeaac2f540c998c8ae3e4b18440f7c45 0x2d791afb30b48a0ac39e6b416d2f46aa095b1704 

0xd4c9f4dbd26ae8c9b87a0d9b3368c0096241a162 

Fig. 5. Average classification error over 10-fold cross-validation with respect to the 

number of XGBoost iterations. 

Fig. 6. Average 10-fold cross-validation confusion matrix. 
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counts. 

8 https://www.originprotocol.com/en . 
similar feature importance order, especially for the top 10 fea-

tures. The features retained their respective order, moving 1 or 2

places up or down respectively but remaining in the top 10 fea-

tures. Whenever features were not displayed in the top 10, due to

them being 9 th or 10 th usually, they were present in the top 15

features. 

The feature pertaining to the time difference between the first

and large transaction consistently held the largest frequency score.

This was followed by the ‘Total Ether balance’ field determined by

the total available Ether value present in the account following the

enacted transactions as well as the minimum value in Ether re-

ceived ( Fig. 7 ). 

4.2. Incorrectly classified accounts 

We provide additional information pertaining to a few of the

incorrectly classified accounts, namely three of each FP and FN cat-

egory. These incorrectly classified accounts were derived from one
f the 10-fold results for which we presented the results in Table 4 .

sing the Etherscan.io search functionality we may present readily

vailable analytics and information on any existing Ethereum 20-

yte account address. 

.2.1. False negatives - Type 2 
• ‘4c15af13F6D4 95044 8104D9B97387A03dA6f9’ Account was ac-

tive for a period of 3 hrs in total, carrying out 5 transactions;

3 incoming and 2 outgoing on the 25 th of September 2018. All

transactions were sent to or received from unique addresses.

Account shows signs of an externally owned account (EOA). 
• ‘0x15f4a5d5bbc071fc20bd60b9b7d81aaa8a1142ab’ Account was

said to be a phishing scam for a startup called OneLedger. The

account was active for 53 days between February 8 th , 2018

and April 3 rd , 2018 starting off with an Ether balance of 0.8.

7 Transactions were executed in total; with 2 incoming and

5 outgoing transfers. All transactions were carried out with

unique account addresses - therefore interacting with new ac-

counts. 
• ‘0x0d4f74c538613ed6e6c8c1bc8896ecfd45f5ef23’ Account was

said to have partaken in a Phishing scam concerning the Ori-

gin Protocol (allowing for a decentralized marketplace for to-

kens 8 ). A total of 209 transactions were carried out by this il-

licitly available smart contract, out of which only 6 incoming

transaction addresses were unique. Account activity was for less

than 12 h on the 14 th April, 2018. 

.2.2. False positives - Type 1 
• ‘0x4BA0166eD4522E4E8452Fad4850e82e6f905bb64’ The ac-

count executed a total of 54 transactions, with ERC-20 Token

transfer events account for 14 of them. Having had the highest

ETH balance of 2.0253 which translated to $589.02 on the

respective day, the accounts activity spans approximately two

years - having been initiated in June 2017. The majority of the

transactions were to unique addresses (from/to which no prior

transactions were carried out). As of 31/05/2019, the account

has a balance of 0.2158 Ether. 
• ‘0xAFc8a3Fb05567fCca7B88FCCEd6 886434 850E1Bf’ In all a to-

tal of 12 transactions were executed; with one transaction in-

coming and 11 outgoing. All transactions were made to one-

time addresses up until all the initial balance of 3.9964476

Ether purchased on June 1 st , 2017 was distributed among the

11 unique accounts. 
• ‘0xa38d8109127028d3E1774413eF28Db70C471CB54’ A contract

account which participated in 144 transactions from the 8 th

June 2017 till the 27 th of June 2017. Titled as PaymentFor-

warder, the contract has seen payments above 10 0 0 Ether

(transaction hash: 0x3888e8a643a0d0b5e3240872d8714aaba-

cf67c8edb6e142e50e04360d0141893) in a single transaction.

The majority of all executed transactions were from/to new ac-

https://www.originprotocol.com/en
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Fig. 7. The ranking of the top 10 features determined by XGBoost with respect to ‘Weight’. The frequency defines to number of times the variable was split on. 
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. Discussion 

Similar research in the domain address the problem from al-

ernative perspectives; with the majority of works looking to de-

ect Ponzi schemes masked as smart contracts, anomaly transac-

ions associated with illegal activity as well as money launder-

ng schemes. While these approaches positively contribute towards

itigating illicit activity over blockchain networks, they do not

rovide an approach capable of detecting such behavior at an ‘ac-

ount level’ with a high level of accuracy. 

Amalgamating various ideas and approaches used in simi-

ar work, mainly feature extraction and feature importance, we

resent a novel approach capable of detecting illicit activity on

he Ethereum network at an account level using the state of the

rt XGBoost classification model. Using a balanced dataset, with

normal’ and ‘illicit’ accounts the model proved to be highly ef-

ective, with an average AUC of 0.994 and standard deviation

f 0.0 0 07 over 10-fold cross-validation. We also note that the

odel manifests generalization capabilities while also being re-

ilient towards overfitting; determined by (i) the low standard

eviations in AUC and accuracy, as well as (ii) the results ob-

ained from smaller number of k-folds for cross-validation. This

as all achieved with a total execution time of less than 4 min-

tes (core i7-7700HQ 2.8GHz with turbo boost up to 3.8GHz and

6GB available RAM). Although efficiency is not a primary con-

ern for such applications, the resources required in order to gen-

rate the aforementioned results are indicative of a highly scalable

ystem. 

Assessing the rank of the feature importance, we note that the

ime between the first and last transaction (representing the total

uration of account usage) has the largest impact on the account

lass. On further inspection we realise that the average time for

ormal and illicit accounts is 136.9 and 38.4 days, respectively. This

ight suggest that illicit accounts are established for the sole pur-

ose of engaging in their respective illegal activities. The average

inimum Ether sent was also 18% higher for normal accounts. A

arge disparity was also present in the average available total bal-

nce, with illicit accounts retaining a median of 0.0 0 0861 Ether
ompared to 0.001908 Ether held by normal accounts. Addition-

lly, we also observe that the number of created contracts by an

ccount as well as the number of unique address to which tokens

ere sent via ERC20 standard contracts were the least important

eatures. 

There are various possibilities for future work. One direction

ay be to investigate the adaptability of our proposed approach

or the detection of illicit activity on other blockchain networks.

nother approach would be to explore whether the described

ethodology may be altered to detect illicit activity at a ‘trans-

ctional level’. Additionally, one may also look into other potential

eatures which may further contribute towards improved classifi-

ation results. For instance, internal transactions which do not ap-

ear on the Ethereum blockchain but are brought about through

he execution of a contract (known as internal message calls) may

lso be analysed and included as additional features for the XG-

oost classification model. These additional message calls may pro-

ide more discriminative features which would further aid the

lassification model in identifying the target class (normal or illicit

ccount). 

Account level detection mechanisms, however, may fall short of

etecting smart contract computational logic that attempts to hide

ts activity from such algorithms. Therefore, future work should be

ndertaken to perform dynamic analysis of smart contract code in

im of detecting illicit smart contracts that both are static in na-

ure, as well as those that aim to hide away from such detective

easures. Such future work is complementary to the work under-

aken in this paper. 

The relevant authoritative bodies are also placing a higher em-

hasis on activity at an account level. Authorities may also like

o focus on certain types of accounts and the activity of such ac-

ounts; (i) potentially looking into dormant account activity, (ii)

cquisition streams and distribution of funds and (iii) compar-

sons with other accounts which exhibit similar transaction pat-

erns. Retrospectively transaction level analysis can not justify or

rovide sufficient reasoning towards this, and may therefore be

n alternate/supportive approach to detect such illicit/abnormal

ctivity. 
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6. Conclusion 

Based on the numerous tests conducted, we deduce that the il-

licit behavior over the Ethereum network at an ‘account level’ may

be detected efficiently and effectively via the XGBoost classification

model that takes input from past transactions and account proper-

ties. The proposed approach also presents us with insight on the

importance of the input features. The time difference between the

first and last transaction, the total available Ether balance and the

minimum value in Ether received by an account were established

to be the most important three features. Moreover, the proposed

approach is conceptually simple and may be adapted to other sim-

ilar problems. 
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Table A1 

Complete list of the 42 extracted features. 

Complete set of Features extracted 

Extracted Feature Rank Description 

1 Avg_min_between_sent_tnx 7 Average tim

2 Avg_min_between_received_tnx 6 Average tim

3 Time_Diff_between_first_and_last(Mins) 1 Time differe

4 Sent_tnx 17 Total numbe

5 Received_tnx 18 Total numbe

6 Number_of_Created_Contracts 28 Total Numb

7 Unique_Received_From_Addresses 8 Total Uniqu

8 Unique_Sent_To_Addresses 20 Total Uniqu

9 Min_Value_Received 3 Minimum v

10 Max_Value_Received 9 Maximum v

11 Avg_Value_Received 5 Average val

12 Min_Val_Sent 4 Minimum v

13 Max_Val_Sent 13 Maximum v

14 Avg_Val_Sent 10 Average val

15 Min_Value_Sent_To_Contract 39 Minimum v

16 Max_Value_Sent_To_Contract 40 Maximum v

17 Avg_Value_Sent_To_Contract 41 Average val

18 Total_Transactions(Including_Tnx_to_Create_Contract) 12 Total numbe

19 Total_Ether_Sent 14 Total Ether 

20 Total_Ether_Received 11 Total Ether 

21 Total_Ether_Sent_Contracts 38 Total Ether 

22 Total_Ether_Balance 2 Total Ether 

23 Total_ERC20_Tnxs 16 Total numbe

24 ERC20_Total_Ether_Received 19 Total ERC20

25 ERC20_Total_Ether_Sent 24 Total ERC20

26 ERC20_Total_Ether_Sent_Contract 37 Total ERC20

27 ERC20_Uniq_Sent_Addr 26 Number of 

28 ERC20_Uniq_Rec_Addr 25 Number of 

29 ERC20_Uniq_Rec_Contract_Addr 23 Number of 

30 ERC20_Avg_Time_Between_Sent_Tnx 31 Average tim

31 ERC20_Avg_Time_Between_Rec_Tnx 33 Average tim

32 ERC20_Avg_Time_Between_Contract_Tnx 32 Average tim

33 ERC20_Min_Val_Rec 15 Minimum v

34 ERC20_Max_Val_Rec 21 Maximum v

35 ERC20_Avg_Val_Rec 22 Average val

36 ERC20_Min_Val_Sent 27 Minimum v

37 ERC20_Max_Val_Sent 29 Maximum v

38 ERC20_Avg_Val_Sent 30 Average val

39 ERC20_Uniq_Sent_Token_Name 34 Number of 

40 ERC20_Uniq_Rec_Token_Name 36 Number of 

41 ERC20_Most_Sent_Token_Type 42 Most sent t

42 ERC20_Most_Rec_Token_Type 35 Most receiv
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ppendix A 
Data Type 

e between sent transactions for account in minutes Integer 

e between received transactions for account in minutes Integer 

nce between the first and last transaction Integer 

r of sent normal transactions Integer 

r of received normal transactions Integer 

er of created contract transactions Integer 

e addresses from which account received transactions Integer 

e addresses from which account sent transactions Integer 

alue in Ether ever received Double 

alue in Ether ever received Double 

ue in Ether ever received Double 

alue of Ether ever sent Double 

alue of Ether ever sent Double 

ue of Ether ever sent Double 

alue of Ether sent to a contract Double 

alue of Ether sent to a contract Double 

ue of Ether sent to contracts Double 

r of transactions Integer 

sent for account address Double 

received for account address Double 

sent to Contract addresses Double 

Balance following enacted transactions Double 

r of ERC20 token transfer transactions Integer 

 token received transactions in Ether Double 

 token sent transactions in Ether Double 

 token transfer to other contracts in Ether Double 

ERC20 token transactions sent to Unique account addresses Integer 

ERC20 token transactions received from Unique addresses Interger 

ERC20 token transactions received from Unique contract addresses Integer 

e between ERC20 token sent transactions in minutes Integer 

e between ERC20 token received transactions in minutes Integer 

e ERC20 token between sent token transactions Integer 

alue in Ether received from ERC20 token transactions for account Double 

alue in Ether received from ERC20 token transactions for account Double 

ue in Ether received from ERC20 token transactions for account Double 

alue in Ether sent from ERC20 token transactions for account Double 

alue in Ether sent from ERC20 token transactions for account Double 

ue in Ether sent from ERC20 token transactions for account Double 

Unique ERC20 tokens transferred Integer 

Unique ERC20 tokens received Integer 

oken for account via ERC20 transaction String 

ed token for account via ERC20 transaction String 
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